1 John 4:1-6
 “Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the
spirits to see whether they are from God, because
many false prophets have gone out into the world.
 By this you know the Spirit of God: every spirit that
confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is
from God;
 and every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from
God; this is the spirit of the antichrist, of which you
have heard that it is coming, and now it is already in
the world.”
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Outline – Racial Issues
 Review of political correctness ideology in US culture

 Review history of race and politics in the US
 Pre-civil war through Jim Crow laws
 New Deal through the 1960’s
 Last 50 years

 Black Conservative movement
 Samples of leaders
 Important issues

 Support of progressive policies by minorities
 Why it has happened
 How to change
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Review: What Controls
Political Correctness?
 Political correctness is based upon an ideology
 It is essentially Marxist
 But it’s not workers of the world uniting, rather it’s the
dispossessed of the world overthrowing their oppressors

 It's called “Cultural Marxism”
 Oppressor/Oppressed groups defined (Male/Female,
White/Black, Christian/Muslim, etc.)
 Long march through the culture prescribed

 To understand Political Correctness, one must
understand what Cultural Marxism wants to
accomplish
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Cultural Marxism Goals
 Goal is to create a socialist utopia (John Lennon’s “Imagine”
describes it)





Classless society where elites know best
Government controls all
Children raised more by the state than by families
Various flavors: Communism, Fascism, Socialism

 Note: must be totalitarian, and its goals must be hidden
 Note: for many, simply nihilistic: just tear it down!
 A good reference: Mark Levin’s “Ameritopia”
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Cultural Marxism Strategy
 “Critical Theory” – Criticize all aspects of western civilization
 Not to improve; simply to tear down

 Destroy thinking based on Judeo-Christianity
 Replace with revolutionary thought

 Destroy the traditional family
 “smash monogamy”, “polymorphous perversity’, etc.

 Weaken Capitalism, individual freedom
 Strengthen governmental control at every level

 Focus is exclusively on the Christianized west
 Note: strategy must be hidden
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Role of Political Correctness
 To facilitate the achievement of Cultural Marxism goals and
objectives through coercion and propaganda
 Coercion: Enforcement of revolutionary Marxist thinking, for
example, speech codes; also fines, jail time
 Words as weapons: homophobic, Islamophobic, misogynist, racist

 Propaganda: Providing sophisticated faux-justification for the
politically correct thinking
 producing false narratives, using “Hork-logic”


Something is “true” if it supports the desired results

 diapraxis (thesis, anti-thesis, synthesis)
 Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals”

 Three tiers of PC: Elites (who decide), Fellow Travelers (who agree
with the elites and implement their decisions), and Useful Idiots
(who are deceived and buy in, or who are bullied to go along)
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Origins of Cultural Marxism
 "Classic" Marxism predicting workers uprising during a great
world war (WWI) only happened in Russia, and even that was
more like a coup d’etat than a revolt of workers
 After WWI, Marxists went back to the drawing board: why didn't
the entire West become communist? Formed a think tank:
Frankfurt School
 The decision was to shift focus from economic to cultural issues,
thus “Cultural Marxism”, marrying Marxism with Freudian
thought. Lots of sex fundamental to the movement
 In 1934, Frankfurt School fled Hitler, and came to Columbia
University in New York (invited by John Dewey)
 Did their most important and influential work in US universities
 Came of age in the US in the 1960s; “long march” through the
culture begun: academia, entertainment, media, government, and
(sadly) the Christian church.
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Current PC Status


US largely controlled by political correctness






Christianity increasingly aggressively attacked (partly from within!)





Speech codes, trigger warnings, lack of intellectual diversity; government and business
not far behind

Victimhood and “privilege” as realities promoted





Government, business, entertainment anti-Christian bias
People with non-PC beliefs persecuted – especially with LGBTQ issues

Most campuses are radicalized




Academia nearly 100%, broadcast media, entertainment, business mostly PC
Federal government – including judiciary – mostly PC
At least today, internet and AM radio has some non-PC aspects

Conservatives marginalized and demonized
Criticism of pathological behavior not allowed (e.g., Black underclass, STDs, AIDS)

Anarchy from the Left always lurking (Soros and similar can supply astro-turf)
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Relevant Scriptures
 See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy
and empty deception, according to the tradition of men,
according to the elementary principles of the world, rather
than according to Christ. -- Colossians 2:8
 Woe to those who drag iniquity with the cords of falsehood
(Isaiah 5:18)
 Woe to those who call evil good, and good evil; Who
substitute darkness for light and light for darkness; Who
substitute bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter! (Isaiah
5:20)

 Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes And clever in
their own sight! (Isaiah 5:21)
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US Race and Politics
 Democrat party started with Andrew Jackson
 Enriched himself with land grabs during Indian wars
 Jackson built a big slave plantation with his corrupt riches

 Civil War – start of Republican Party with Lincoln
 Not one slaveholder was a Republican; only Democrats
 Democrats justified, “slavery is good for the slaves”

 From Reconstruction until FDR, Democrats supported
segregation, Jim Crow, lynching, KKK
 Also, Eugenics: Margaret Sanger and the Negro Project
 Note: Amazingly Black family was essentially intact, even under
segregation and Jim Crow

 Woodrow Wilson re-segregated parts of the government
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US Race and Politics (con’t)
 Up until late 1930’s, Blacks supported Republicans

 FDR and the New Deal finally coaxed them over
 Even though FDR greatly discriminated against Blacks to
retain Union support
 But times were so desperate that Blacks switched allegiance
to obtain needed government support

 After WWII, Democrats opposed Civil Rights Act
 Dismantling of Jim Crow laws led by Republicans

 LBJ and the Great Society Quote (prior to passage):
 “You pass this program, and we’ll have those [AfricanAmericans] voting Democrat for the next 200 years.”
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US Race and Politics (con’t)
 The “Big Switch” – where supposedly all the racist
southerners switch from Democrat to Republicans
 Didn’t happen: Blacks had already switched to
Democrat because of benefits received from the New
Deal
 Because of the Civil Rights movement, Whites in the
country as a whole – including the South -- gradually
became less racist, and as they became less racist, they
became more Republican.
 The lone (well-known) exception was Strom Thurmond
 99+% of the true White racists stayed as Democrats
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US Race and Politics (con’t)
 There WAS another “Big Switch” however; the leadership of the Civil
Rights movement was taken over by the Left from the Christian church:
 MLK assassinated
 Malcolm-X and Black Muslims
 James Cone and Black Liberation Theology
 The 1965 Moynihan Report – stating that Black poverty correlated with
breakdown in family structure – was initially welcomed by LBJ, but then
shot down by the progressive Left as “blaming the victim”.
 Fifty years of Leftist control of the large urban Black cities has shown no
progress, even though all government controlled by Blacks: Mayor, City
Council, Schools, etc.
 [There can seems to be no other conclusion but that “no progress” is
what the Left wants.] Victimology is Left’s most potent weapon. See
Black Lives Matter.
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US Race and Politics (con’t)
 Several Black Conservative authors have recent
books with “Plantation” in the title, referring to the
urban plantation that the Left has deftly created:
 Blacklash: How Obama and the Left Are Driving
Americans to the Government Plantation (Deneen
Borelli – 2012)
 Uncle Sam's Plantation: How Big Government Enslaves
America's Poor and What We Can Do About It (Star
Parker - 2010)
 It's OK to Leave the Plantation : The New Underground
Railroad (Clarence Mason Weaver - 1998)
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US Race and Politics (con’t)
 Dinesh D’Souza, in his 2016 book, “Hillary’s America:
The Secret History of the Democrat Party”, compares
the contemporary Leftist-created urban plantation
with that during slavery:






1. Ramshackle dwellings
2. Family in disarray
3. High degree of violence
4. Everybody has a meager provision
5. No opportunity, no education, nihilism (no hope)

 Today, instead of stealing their labor as in slavery,
the Left simply “steals” their vote
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Black Conservatives
 Dinesh D’Souza – Author of 15 books, filmmaker, debates atheists, former
Christian College president

 Mason Weaver – Former Black Panther, converted to Christ, entrepreneur,
motivational speaker
 Star Parker – Former welfare cheat, four abortions, converted to Christ,
founder of C.U.R.E think tank

 Thomas Sowell – Author of 25 books, economist at top universities,
columnist. Senior Fellow at Stanford’s Hoover Institution
 Walter E. Williams, Economist at George Mason University, columnist,
Libertarian

 Derryck Green – Theologian, member of Project 21: the National
Leadership Network of Black Conservatives
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Black Conservatives (con’t)
 Allen West – Former Army Colonel, Congressman, now political
commentator, TV appearances

 David Webb – Co-Founder of Tea Party movement, Reclaim New York, Talk
Show Host on Sirius radio
 Deneen Borelli – Author of “Blacklash: How Obama an the Left are Driving
Americans to the Government Plantation”, columnist, Sirius radio and TV
appearances
 Shelby Steele – Author and documentary filmmaker, Senior Fellow at
Stanford’s Hoover Institution
 Burgess Owens – Former NY Jets and Oakland Raiders safety, author of
Liberalism: How to Turn Good Men into Whiners, Weenies and Wimps
 Ben Carson – Retired Johns Hopkins Neurosurgeon, GOP presidential
candidate, author, speaker and columnist
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Jason Riley: “Please Stop Helping Us:
How Liberals Make It Harder for Blacks to Succeed”
 In Please Stop Helping Us, Jason L. Riley examines how wellintentioned welfare programs are in fact holding black
Americans back. Minimum-wage laws may lift earnings for
people who are already employed, but they price a
disproportionate number of blacks out of the labor force.
Affirmative action in higher education is intended to
address past discrimination, but the result is fewer black
college graduates than would otherwise exist. And so it
goes with everything from soft-on-crime laws, which make
black neighborhoods more dangerous, to policies that limit
school choice out of a mistaken belief that charter schools
and voucher programs harm the traditional public schools
that most low-income students attend.
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John Perazzo: “Victims of the Left – Black Americans”
(section headings)
 How the Left Created Black Victimology and Black Rejection of American
Values

 Affirmative Action: How the Left Has Harmed Blacks through the Bigotry
of Low Expectations
 How the Left Consigns Blacks to Substandard Education
 How the War on Poverty Devastated the Black Community
 How the Failed Crusade of “Sex Education” Harmed the Black Community
 The Crime Wave that Has Decimated Black America
 How Blacks Have Been Victimized by Leftist Policies Concerning AIDS
 How the Left Demands Black Conformity of Thought
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Derryck Green – “The Absence of the Black Church”
 Because of the postmodern trappings of “tolerance,”
“diversity,” and relativism, blacks have willingly
relinquished the painful process of self-critiquing their
own community. The moral and spiritual deficiency
has led black culture to define “authenticity” as
comporting oneself with behaviors and stereotypes
that the generations of many black grandparents and
great grandparents sought to avoid and overcome.
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John McWhorter – “What’s Holding Blacks Back?”
 “Victimology, separatism, and anti-intellectualism
underlie the general black community’s response to all
race-related issues.… Today, these three thought
patterns impede black advancement much more than
racism; and dysfunctional inner cities, corporate glass
ceilings, and black educational underachievement will
persist until such thinking disappears. In my experience,
trying to show many African-Americans how mistaken
and counterproductive these ideas are is like trying to
convince a religious person that God does not exist: the
sentiments are beyond the reach of rational, civil
discourse.”
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Shelby Steele – “The Loneliness of the Black Conservative”
 “Today a public ‘black conservative’ will surely meet a
stunning amount of animus, demonization,
misunderstanding, and flat-out, undifferentiated
contempt. And there is a kind of licensing process involved
here in which the black leadership—normally protective
even of people like Marion Barry and O. J. Simpson—
licenses blacks and whites to have contempt for the black
conservative. It is a part of the group’s manipulation of
shame to let certain of its members languish outside the
perimeter of group protection where even politically
correct whites (who normally repress criticism of blacks)
can show contempt for them.”
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Leftist Policies Harming Blacks
 Affirmative Action sets up recipients for failure, demeaning (note: it may
have been needed 30 years ago)

 Minimum Wage drives away businesses, jobs
 Lack of School Choice, because of public school failure (unions more
important to the Left than minorities)
 Feminism anti-male rhetoric destructive, especially to young Black males
 Entertainment media support of negative cultural traits destructive
 Enslavement of minorities by welfare, other government assistance
 Fostering a sense of victimization in every possible way
 Opposition to voter ID laws is demeaning and opens door to fraud
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Leftist Policies Harming Blacks (con’t)
 Lack of law and order, because of Left’s war on law enforcement
 Leftist paternalism is demeaning: need White help
 Exemption of Black students from behavior rules
 Illegal immigration taking jobs from Black community

 Anti-Christian, anti-family policies hurting Black community
 Early sex education, normalization of LGBTQ behavior
 Increasing attacks on Christianity and public Christian expression
 (Much longer list possible….)

 Continuation of the “Negro Project” to limit the size of the Black
population: majority of abortion clinics within walking distance of
minority communities
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Black Issues vs. GOP/DEMs
Issue

Blacks Support

GOP

DEM

School Prayer

80%

Support

Oppose

Education Vouchers

73%

Support

Oppose

Faith-based Initiatives

74%

Support

Oppose

English as Official
Language
Death Penalty

84%

Support

Oppose

64%

Support

Oppose

Issue

Blacks Oppose

GOP

DEM

Race-based
Preferences

86%

Oppose

Support

Legalization of Pot

75%

Oppose

Support

Same-sex Marriage

71%

Oppose

Support
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Current Status
 Left will do whatever it takes to retain Black votes
 [Fixing problems in the Black underclass will not help the
Left, so instead they enrich the enslavers, poverty pimps]

 There is much White racism among the Left at the elite
level
 Original Boards of Directors of NAACP and BET all Leftist
Whites
 Radical Leftist Hungarian George Soros, and all who support
Black Lives Matter are doing all they can to inflame racial
tensions: [for the sake of power, not to solve problems]
 Black Conservatives are demonized, marginalized
 Fortunately they are not dissuaded from their goals
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Names for Black Conservatives
 Oreo, Bounty Bar, Coconut, Tom, Uncle Tom; BootLicking Uncle Tom, Official Government Issue Uncle
Tom, Fried Chicken/Biscuit Eating Uncle Tom, House
Nigger, Boy, Foot Shuffling Steppin' Fetchit,
Handkerchief Head, Trojan Horse, Anti-Black-ProWhite, Sambo, Sell Out, Neutralized Negro,
Unauthentic Black, De-Blacked, Fraud, Con Man,
Ventriloquist Dummy, Right-Wing Conspirator, White
Wannabe, Clarence, (as in Thomas); Non-Practicing
Black, Zebra, Black Republican, Reverend Pork Chop,
Judas.
 From Black Yellow Dogs (2013), Ben Kinchlow
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Black Conservative and Victimization
 A characteristic found in all Black conservatives is that they are
not “victims”. They have transcended victimhood.

 What about DWB (or WWB)?
 Rational discrimination is not necessarily racist

 What about “White Privilege?”
 A weapon to silence others, deflect responsibility
 Only privilege today is “Progressive Privilege”
 Young Black students who diligently study aren’t “acting White”,
they’re acting responsibly, wisely

 It’s time to end “White Guilt” - it leads to condescension and
paternalism which are destructive (Amnesty has been declared)
 Free from Marxism and with adherence to Christianity, Blacks are fully
able to find solutions and prosper, just as other ethnicities in the past
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What Can Be Done?
 The entire culture – Black, White, others – needs to be
aware of the history of Democrat racism, and of the
ongoing destructive nature of Marxist policies related to
racial minorities, as outlined above
 Also, an awareness is needed of the motivation of the
Left to not solve problems, but to create crises and
develop false narratives to retain political support. See
Democrat support of BLM as one example
 Outreach is needed to the minority communities to
communicate a Biblically based, pro-Christian, pro-family
alternative to the Left’s implementation and maintenance
of urban plantations
 Star Parker’s CURE is attempting to recruit minority
pastors to join in providing such an alternative option.
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What Can Be Done? (con’t)
 The Christian church – Black, White, other – needs to become
aware of the alternative worldviews for minority communities,
between what is offered by the Left, and that which is offered by
initiatives such as CURE’s outreach.
 Fear of possible controversy may lead some churches and
similar organizations to shy away from providing such
awareness, because of the deep-seated mind-set of
victimization currently found within the minority communities,
and which is extremely skillfully employed by the Left. See
BLM, for example.
 Because of these existing dynamics, there must be a great deal
of prayer, reliance on scripture, and strategic planning going
forward.
 These are at their root spiritual problems (Eph 6:12, 1 John 4:1-6), and
are very much related to effective spreading of the Gospel of personal
salvation through the finished work of Jesus Christ on the cross
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Summary
 Political correctness – based on Cultural Marxism -- is
unalterably opposed to Christianity and the family, and
this has devastated the Black underclass for 50 years
 Overt racism towards Blacks has been a part of the DNA
of the Democrat party from their beginning in the 1840s
 Note: Not all Democrats are racists, but the elites at the top
only have interest in power (i.e., votes), and thus foster
stealth anti-Black policy (very successful with the stealth!)

 Christians must pray for those who have been victimized
by the Left, and seek avenues to help overturn the hold
that the Left has had on the Black community since the
1930s
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http://thebereanwatch.org/
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Scripture Prayer
 God Introduces Himself

 TRUTH SCRIPTURE PRAYER - 1
 TRUTH SCRIPTURE PRAYER - 2

 TRUTH SCRIPTURE PRAYER - 3
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